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Thank you…
…for choosing our range of Hygipods.

Please follow the instructions in this guide to ensure that
your products are installed to a high standard and will give
you many years of service.

If you require any further assistance or advice,
please call our technical department on

01707 254 170
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TOOLS REQUIRED
• Hammer drill
• Cordless screwdriver
• Hammer
• 1,200 mm (4ft) level
• Tape measure
• Square
• Pozi screwdriver no. 2
• Sharp pencil
• Packers (for leveling plinth if floor is uneven)
• Fittings (supplied)
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HYGIPOD – Double Return
Positioning:
1.

Refer to relevant drawings to determine the location of the Hygipod, and accurately mark the
width of the unit on the wall.
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Plinth:
If no plinth is being used, continue to Pod Installation on page 7.
1.

Assemble plinth.
a.

If using an exposed plinth, place the plinth in position against the wall, centrally on the
vertical marks.

b.

If using a plinth for coved vinyl flooring, assemble the plinth as shown by setting the sides
into the rebate on the front section.

2.

Fix the plinth to the floor and wall using the brackets supplied, ensuring that the top of the
plinth is level (if multiple Hygipods are being installed, continuous plinth may be supplied, to be
cut to length on site).

3.

If vinyl flooring is to be coved to the plinth, this should be installed at this stage.
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Hygipod Installation:
1.

Using two people, carefully lift the Hygipod from the pallet, and place onto the plinth (or directly
on floor if no plinth).

2.

Check that the Hygipod is vertical, and lines up with the setting out marks.

3.

Using the key supplied, open the upper access
hatch whilst supporting the Hygipod, and check
that the brackets are evenly spaced and
accessible. Brackets can be repositioned as
necessary.

4.

Mark the positions of the upper four bracket
fixing holes onto the wall.

5.

Close and lock the upper access hatch with the
key.

6.

Open the lower access hatch, check and mark
the positions of the lower four bracket fixing
holes onto the wall.

11.

Close and lock the lower access hatch with the
square key.

12.

Carefully remove the Hygipod from the wall and
set aside with access to the rear of the Hygipod.

13.

Create suitable fixings in the wall (drill and plug
masonry or provide pattresses behind
plasterboard.

14.

Fix the brackets accurately to the wall in the
locations marked.

15.

Reposition the Hygipod against the wall and ensure that the brackets sit neatly inside the
Hygipod.

16.

Ensure the Hygipod is pushed back against the wall at each bracket location and re-fix brackets
to the Hygipod using the screws provided
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Sanitaryware Installation:
1.

Remove the protective film from the basin area, and peel away from rear edges where the
Hygipod meets the wall.

2.

Check that basin brackets are ready to receive the basin and mount the basin.

3.

Secure the basin to the Hygipod (for example, this could be by tightening the wingnuts on the
M6 studding inside the Hygipod, dependent on the basin type).

4.

Fit basin spout and tap handle as necessary (dependent on tap type).

5.

Connect hot and cold supplies to feeds and connect waste to soil pipework via trap supplied.
Test.

6.

Check alignment and clearance of access hatches and adjust as necessary using the adjustment
screws on each hinge.

7.

Apply bead of neutral cure silicone sealant where the Hygipod meets the wall and around the
basin.

8.

When commissioning is complete, remove remaining protective film.
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Multiple Hygipods:
1.

For multiple Hygipods forming a range, follow the steps above for the adjacent Hygipod, then
peel back the protective film on the sides, to prevent this becoming trapped and secure each
Hygipod to the next one with screws near the front face. A clearance hole should be drilled
through one Hygipod, to ensure that the adjacent units are pulled tight together.

2.

If you encounter any difficulty, please contact our Technical Department on 01707 254 170
with the job number and room reference, and one of the team will be pleased to assist.
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HYGIPOD – Single Return
Positioning:
1.
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Refer to relevant drawings to determine the location of the Hygipod, and accurately mark the
width of the unit on the wall.

Plinth:
If no plinth is being used, continue to Pod Installation on page 12.
1.

Assemble plinth.
a.

If using an exposed plinth, place the plinth in position against the wall, centrally on the
vertical marks.

b.

If using a plinth for coved vinyl flooring, assemble the plinth as shown by setting the sides
into the rebate on the front section.

2.

Fix the plinth to the floor and wall using the brackets supplied, ensuring that the top of the
plinth is level (if multiple Hygipods are being installed, continuous plinth may be supplied, to be
cut to length on site).

3.

If vinyl flooring is to be coved to the plinth, this should be installed at this stage.
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Hygipod Installation:
1.

Using two people, carefully lift the Hygipod from the pallet, and place onto the plinth (or directly
on floor if no plinth).

2.

Check that the Hygipod is vertical, and lines up with the setting out marks.

3.

Using the key supplied, open the upper access
hatch whilst supporting the Hygipod, and check
that the brackets are evenly spaced and
accessible. Brackets can be repositioned as
necessary.

4.

Mark the positions of the upper four bracket
fixing holes onto the wall.

5.

Close and lock the upper access hatch with the
key.

6.

Open the lower access hatch, check and mark
the positions of the lower four bracket fixing
holes onto the wall.

11.

Close and lock the lower access hatch with the
square key.

12.

Carefully remove the Hygipod from the wall and
set aside with access to the rear of the Hygipod.

13.

Create suitable fixings in the wall (drill and plug
masonry or provide pattresses behind
plasterboard.

14.

Fix the brackets accurately to the wall in the
locations marked.

15.

Reposition the Hygipod against the wall and ensure that the brackets sit neatly inside the
Hygipod.

16.

Ensure the Hygipod is pushed back against the wall at each bracket location and re-fix brackets
to the Hygipod using the screws provided
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Sanitaryware Installation:
1.

Remove the protective film from the basin area, and peel away from rear edges where the
Hygipod meets the wall.

2.

Check that basin brackets are ready to receive the basin and mount the basin.

3.

Secure the basin to the Hygipod (for example, this could be by tightening the wingnuts on the
M6 studding inside the Hygipod, dependent on the basin type).

4.

Fit basin spout and tap handle as necessary (dependent on tap type).

5.

Connect hot and cold supplies to feeds and connect waste to soil pipework via trap supplied.
Test.

6.

Check alignment and clearance of access hatches and adjust as necessary using the adjustment
screws on each hinge.

7.

Apply bead of neutral cure silicone sealant where the Hygipod meets the wall and around the
basin.

8.

When commissioning is complete, remove remaining protective film.
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Multiple Hygipods:
1.

For multiple Hygipods forming a range, follow the steps above for the adjacent Hygipod, then
peel back the protective film on the sides, to prevent this becoming trapped and secure each
Hygipod to the next one with screws near the front face. A clearance hole should be drilled
through one Hygipod, to ensure that the adjacent units are pulled tight together.

2.

If you encounter any difficulty, please contact our Technical Department on 01707 254 170
with the job number and room reference, and one of the team will be pleased to assist.
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NOTES

© 2020 Focus Trovex LLP. All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced in any material form (including
photocopying or storing it in any medium by electronic means and whether
transiently or not, or incidentally to some other use of this publication) without the written
permission of the copyright owner. Application for the copyright owner’s permission
to reproduce any part of this publication should be addressed to Trovex.
Focus reserves the right to alter specification and designs without prior notice.
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FOR INFORMATION, ADVICE OR TO PLACE AN ORDER
CALL US ON

01707 254 170

Innova House
Rash’s Green
Norfolk
NR19 1JG
T 01707 254 170
E sales@trovex.com
W trovex.com
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